Cause No. 20015-002259-2
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2

AMANDA LOLLAR,

3

Plaintiff,

4
5

vs.
MARY CUMMINS,

6

Defendant Pro se

7
8

§ IN THE COUNTY COURT OF LAW
§
§
§ NUMBER 2
§
§
§
§
§ TARRANT COUNTY, TEXAS
§

MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFF’S PETITION PURSUANT TO THE TEXAS
CITIZENS PARTICIPATION ACT, DEFAMATION MITIGATION ACT

9
10
11
12

TO THE HONORABLE JENNIFER RYMELL
COUNTY COURT AT LAW NO. 2 JUDGE:
Pursuant to Sections 27.003(a) and 73.051 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies

13
14

Code, Defendant Pro Se Mary Cummins (“Cummins”), files this Motion to Dismiss

15

Plaintiff’s Petition and requests that the Court dismiss all claims in Plaintiff’s Petition with

16

prejudice, as fully explained in her Brief in Support of Motion to Dismiss. Pursuant to

17

Section 27.004 of the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code, Cummins requests that

18
19
20

the Court set a hearing on the Motion to Dismiss Plaintiff’s Petition. As Cummins is a
disabled indigent out of state pro se Defendant Cummins requests to appear by phone.
Cummins further reserves the right to make a later motion for her costs, fees, and other

21
22
23
24
25

expenses incurred in defending against Plaintiff’s Petition pursuant to Section 27.009 of
the Texas Civil Practice and Remedies Code.
///
///
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Respectfully submitted,
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Mary Cummins, Defendant Pro se
645 W 9th St, #110-140
Los Angeles, CA 90015-1640
Phone 310-877-4770
Email: mmmaryinla@aol.com
Date July 21, 2015

By:

________________________________
Mary Cummins, Defendant Pro Se
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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I, Mary Cummins, hereby certify that a TRUE COPY of the above DEFENDANT’S
MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFF’S PETITION PURSUANT TO THE TEXAS
CITIZENS PARTICIPATION ACT, DEFAMATION MITIGATION ACT was served on the
Plaintiffs’ Attorney of record by FAX and by FIRST CLASS MAIL on July 21, 2015 at
Randy Turner
Bailey & Galyen
1300 Summit Ave Suite 650
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
May 22, 2015
________________________________
Mary Cummins, Defendant Pro se
645 W 9th St, #110-140
Los Angeles, CA 90015-1640
Phone 310-877-4770
Email: mmmaryinla@aol.com
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BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFF’S
PETITION PURSUANT TO THE TEXAS CITIZENS PARTICIPATION ACT,
DEFAMATION MITIGATION ACT

11
12

TO THE HONORABLE JENNIFER RYMELL

13

COUNTY COURT AT LAW NO. 2 JUDGE:

14
15

Defendant Mary Cummins (“Cummins”) submits this brief in support of her Motion to
Dismiss Plaintiff’s First Petition and respectfully shows as follows:

16

I. INTRODUCTION
17

The First Amendment protects a citizen’s right to free speech and right to petition the
18

government, including a citizen’s reporting of a crime. In response to Cummins’ exercise
19
20

of her constitutionally protected rights, Plaintiff Amanda Lollar (“Lollar”) filed this lawsuit

21

against Cummins. In 2011, the Texas legislature, joining several others, concluded that

22

this type of lawsuit, filed in response to a defendant’s exercise of her constitutionally

23

protected rights, should be subject to early dismissal unless supported with clear and

24

specific evidence. Plaintiff’s Petition (“Petition”), however, consists of wholly

25

unsupported allegations falling woefully short of the clear and specific evidence
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necessary to avoid dismissal. Instead, the Petition is merely an attempt to abuse the
judicial system to harass Cummins. Plaintiff has also failed to mitigate the alleged
defamation. Accordingly, the Petition must be dismissed.
II. FACTUAL BACKGROUND
Cummins is an author, public speaker, member of the digital media (Exhibit 1,
Curriculum Vitae). Cummins has gone through the police academy, Humane Academy
to become a Humane Officer to investigate animal cruelty. Cummins is on the Humane
Society of the United States Animal Rescue Team which does cockfighting, dogfighting
and hoarder raids with police. Cummins gives presentations about animal cruelty to the
Animal Defense League at law schools. Cummins is also a long time certified and
licensed wildlife rehabilitator and animal rescuer.
In 2010 Cummins was offered a free internship by Lollar of Bat World Sanctuary
(“BWS”). Cummins was told that Lollar is a “world renown bat expert in the proper care
of bats.” Cummins read the curriculum vitae of Lollar (Exhibit 2) which stated many
articles and a research paper had been written about her. She’d been on well known
television shows such as David Letterman. As per her book and website she was
supposedly a well known author and “scientific rehabilitator” who had the “only captive
breeding colony” of bats. Lollar stated that she had the “largest bat sanctuary in the
world.” Lollar also releases national press releases and has requested and had media
to interview her and visit her sanctuary. Lollar and her attorney Turner have done press
conferences related to Lollar’s care of bats and lawsuits against Cummins.
Cummins went to the internship in Texas June 2010. Instead of being trained in bat
care Cummins witnessed animal cruelty, animal neglect, violations of the Animal
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1
2

Welfare Act, Texas Health Dept, Texas Parks & Wildlife Dept, Building and Safety and
other violations.

3

While Cummins was at BWS Cummins took many photos and videos of Lollar and

4

BWS. Cummins had written and oral permission to take the photos. In one video here
5

(Exhibit1 ) Lollar tries to perform an episiotomy on a bat even though Lollar has not gone
6
7

past the eighth grade and is not a veterinarian. The bats die.
Cummins left early, returned home and reported Lollar to authorities. In her reports

8
9
10

to the USDA, TPWD… Cummins gave the authorities the photos and videos she took at
BWS besides 100% honest and factual written statements (Exhibit2).

11

Based on the photos, videos and reports, Lollar and BWS were investigated.

12

Violations were found. This is only one report from USDA stating Lollar caused bats

13

“pain, suffering, death, violated the Animal Welfare Act” (Exhibit 3). They were also

14

reprimanded by the Texas Health Dept, Texas Parks & Wildlife Dept and other agencies

15

(Lengthy Exhibits).

16

During this time Cummins made a few Freedom of Information Act and State
17

Information Act requests to government agencies about Lollar and BWS. Cummins
18

received over 1,000 pages of complaints against Lollar and BWS going back 20 years.
19
20
21
22

Most of the complaints were about rabid bats, a rabid bat biting a toddler on the cheek,
guano on the streets, the horrible smell of BWS, demands to exclude her bats from her
building and many building and safety reports for violations. As per Lollar in trial Lollar’s

23
24
25

Video of Amanda Lollar trying to perform surgery
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8n509HcfHY
2 100% truthful reports to authorities about Amanda Lollar, Bat World
Sanctuary
http://animaladvocates.us/amanda_lollar_animal_cruelty_at_bat_world_sanctuary
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neighbor, member of City Council and member of the Historical Society had been
complaining about Lollar for many years.
The main “wild sanctuary” building at 115 NE 1st St did not have a certificate of
occupancy. There were many violations Cummins saw while she was in the building.
Because of these unsafe conditions Cummins fell on the premises and herniated a disc
in her back. Part of that disc has broken off. Cummins is currently awaiting surgery.
Cummins posted her fair and privileged photos, videos and fair and privileged
reports to authorities online. One does not lose privilege by posting privileged public
documents online. Cummins also posted the results of the public fair and privileged
Information Act requests. These included complaints made by the City of Mineral Wells,
Bat Conservation International, 1999 newspaper report about a rabid bat biting a
toddler....and much, much more.
Lollar, BWS admitted they never contacted Cummins again after she left the
internship. Instead they sued her for defamation and breach of contract September
2010. This case is copy/paste of the original 2010 lawsuit. It even includes claims which
were reversed in the Appeals Court.
Plaintiffs won that case in 352nd District court. It was appealed to the Second Court
of Appeals of Texas (Exhibit3) and was reversed and affirmed in part.
“This court has considered the record on appeal in this case and holds that there
was error in part of the trial court’s judgment. It is ordered that the judgment of the trial
court is affirmed in part and reversed in part. We affirm that portion of the trial court’s
judgment awarding actual and exemplary damages to Appellee Amanda Lollar. We also
affirm that portion of the trial court’s judgment ordering Appellant Mary Cummins to
remove from the Internet the web pages and defamatory statements specified in the
judgment. We reverse that part of the trial court’s judgment permanently enjoining
Cummins v Lollar Appeals Court
http://www.search.txcourts.gov/Case.aspx?cn=02-12-00285-CV&coa=coa02
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Appellant Mary Cummins from making similar statements in the future. We also reverse
that portion of the trial court’s judgment awarding damages to Appellee Bat World
Sanctuary for breach of contract and attorney’s fees and render judgment that Appellee
Bat World Sanctuary take nothing on its claims for breach of contract and for attorney’s
fees.”

4

The Appeals Court ruled that Plaintiffs did not have to show elements of defamation
5

because they were supposedly not limited public figures, Defendant was not media and
6
7
8
9
10
11

the issues of bats, rabies were not of public concern. The court ruled that Defendant
defamed with malice even though one must prove defamation in order to prove malice.
Every word stated by Defendant was and is the absolute truth backed up by physical
evidence from government reports, photos and videos.
Oddly enough Defendant was never given a list of the allegedly defamatory

12

statements until two months after the trial in the form of the court order. Even then the

13

Appeals Court ruled the court order was not a list of defamatory items. To this very day

14

Defendant still does not know what Plaintiff feels is defamatory.

15

In the 352-248169-10 case Defendant was given Exhibit 17 which was an unverified

16

copy of a webpage possibly written by Defendant, Exhibit 18 which were posts made by
17

known and unknown others on websites Defendant did not control and Exhibit 19 which
18

were fair and privileged reports to authorities. Originally Plaintiffs stated all of it was
19
20
21
22
23
24

defamation. Then they said only 17 and 18. 19 was fair reports to authorities. Then they
said only what was highlighted in yellow was defamatory. Then they stated that wasn’t
true either. Defendant still does not know what they feel is defamatory.
The court order was voided as it contained unconstitutional prior restraint. Cummins
is free to repost the items in the court order. Plaintiff stated Cummins reposted the items

25
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in the court order. Cummins has NOT reposted the items in the court order. That case is
now in the Supreme Court of Texas (Exhibit4).
Immediately after the Appellate ruling Lollar filed this cut/paste identical suit for the
same exact causes in this court even the breach of contract claim which was reversed.
Plaintiff claims Defendant reposted items in a now void court order. The court order was
voided. Defendant did not repost the items. On top of this to this very day Lollar still
uses the void and cancelled order to get items written by Cummins and others removed
from the Internet. They aren’t even items about Lollar but her attorney and others. The
items were not even made by Cummins.
Lollar has never asked Cummins to remove any items. Lollar has never told
Cummins which items are defamatory. Lollar has never shown any proof of any
defamation.
Lollar used this court order to get Google search engine results to not list Cummins’
websites, blogs and even paid press releases with PRWEB.com Plaintiff’s attorney
Turner tried to use this case to threaten to sue others to get them to remove items
posted by people other than Cummins. In one case ACLU-NC responded stating they
would not remove the item (Exhibit5). Lollar and her attorney are abusing the judicial
system to harass, stifle freedom of speech, squelch reports to authorities and to frighten
others so they will not comment about them negatively or report them to authorities.
This is absolute proof that Lollar is merely trying to squelch the freedom of speech and
public participation of Cummins about issues of public concern.

http://www.search.txcourts.gov/Case.aspx?cn=15-0459&coa=cossup
ACLU letter to Randy Turner
https://www.aclunc.org/sites/default/files/asset_upload_file985_9987.pdf
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In 1999 when one of Lollar’s rabid bats bit a toddler on the cheek and the City of
Mineral Wells, Texas told Lollar to “get the bats out of town,” Lollar hired another animal
rights attorney Donald Feare to threaten bad press and litigation against the city if they

4

did not find the complaint “groundless” (Exhibit6). Lollar and her lawyers have been
5

using legal threats, threats of bad press and general harassment to quiet freedom of
6
7
8
9

speech and the right to report people to authorities for over 15 years. This case is but
another example of Plaintiff’s attorney Turner using his law license as a club to bully
others to silence them.
Amanda Lollar has been harassing, defaming, libeling Cummins for the past five years.

10
11

Lollar has made over 400 blogs devoted only to Cummins. Here is a sample of one

12

page of the tamest blogs (Exhibit7). The others are beyond obscene talking about

13

bestiality, pornography, breasts, asses…. Randy Turner has been harassing, defaming,

14

libeling Cummins for the past five years as well. Turner has a 13 page ihatemary page

15
16

in his business website where he talks about the size of Cummins’ breasts when she
was 11… (Exhibit8). Turner updates this page five times a week for over an hour each

17

night as per logs.
18

///
19
20

///
Attorney Donald Feare threatening letter to City
http://www.animaladvocates.us/batWorldLawsuit/Bat_World_Sanctuary_Threatens_T
o_Sue_City_Of_Mineral_Wells.pdf
6

21
22

Only one page of one blog out of over 400 Amanda Lollar has created about
Cummins
http://web.archive.org/web/20150722193822/http://marycumminssrealestatemarycu
mmins.blogspot.com/2014_09_01_archive.html
8 Randy Turner’s ihatemary page in his business website certified by web
archive
http://web.archive.org/web/20141206181833/http://www.randyturner.com/index.ph
p/randys-cyber-stalker
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III. ARGUMENT AND AUTHORITIES
A. The Petition Must Be Dismissed Under the Texas Citizens Participation Act.
In 2011, the Texas Legislature, joining a number of other jurisdictions, passed the
Texas Citizens Participation Act (the “TCPA”), Texas’s version of an Anti-SLAPP2
statute, to “encourage and safeguard the constitutional rights of persons to petition,
speak freely, associate freely, and otherwise participate in the government to the
maximum extent permitted by law . . . .” TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE § 27.002. The
TCPA is aimed at curtailing so-called SLAPP lawsuits, which are “actions without
substantial merit brought against individuals or groups with the intention of ‘silencing
[the] opponents, or at least . . . diverting their resources’ . . . [and] interfering with the
defendants’ past or future exercise of constitutionally protected rights.” Kathryn W. Tate,
California’s Anti-SLAPP Legislation: A Summary of and Commentary on its Operation
and Scope, 33 LOY. L.A. L. REV. 801, 802-03 (2000). Accordingly, the TCPA is
intended to “obtain early dismissals of meritless suits which aim to chill, or retaliate
against, the exercise of free speech which is in the public interest.” Williams v.
Cordillera Commc’ns, Inc., No. 2:13-cv-124, 2014 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 79584, at 2 (S.D.
Tex. June 11, 2014).
SLAPP lawsuits not only interfere with a defendant’s exercise of her constitutional
rights, but also threaten the defendant with extreme financial liability and litigation costs,
while simultaneously chilling the public’s exercise of individual rights. Dena M.
Richardson, Comment, Power Play: An Examination of Texas’s Anti-SLAPP Statute and
Its Protections of Free Speech Through Accelerated Dismissal, 45 ST. MARY’S L.J.
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245, 253 (2014). Therefore, the TCPA is to be “construed liberally to effectuate its
purpose and intent fully.” TEX. CIV. PRAC. &REM. CODE § 27.011.
The TCPA provides that “a court shall dismiss a legal action” if the defendant shows

4

“by a preponderance of the evidence that the legal action is based on, relates to, or is in
5

response to” the defendant’s: (1) exercise of the right of free speech, (2) exercise of the
6
7
8

right to petition, or (3) exercise of the right of association. Id. § 27.005(b). Exercise of
the right to petition is defined as “a communication in or pertaining to . . . a judicial

9

proceeding [or] an official proceeding, other than a judicial proceeding, to administer the

10

law . . . .” Id. § 27.001(4)(A). An official proceeding includes “any type of administrative,

11

executive, legislative, or judicial proceeding that may be conducted before a public

12

servant,” defined as one employed as an officer, employee, or agent of the government.

13

Id. § 27.001(8), (9)(A).

14
15

Exercise of the right of free speech is defined as “a communication made in
connection with a matter of public concern.” Id. § 27.001(3). A matter of public concern

16

includes issues related to: (1) health or safety; (2) environmental, economic, or
17

community well-being; (3) the government; (4) a public official or public figure; (5) or a
18

good, product, or service in the marketplace. Id. § 27.001(7).
19
20
21

If the legal action is based on, relates to, or is in response to the defendant’s
exercise of the right of free speech, the right to petition, or the right of association, then

22

the court must dismiss the lawsuit, unless the plaintiff “establishes by clear and specific

23

evidence a prima facie case for each essential element of the claim in question.” Id. §

24

27.005(c). In this context, “clear” means evidence that is “unambiguous, sure, or free

25

from doubt,” and “unaided by presumptions, inferences, and intendments.” KTRK
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Television, Inc. v. Robinson, 409 S.W.3d 682, 689 (Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist.]
2013, pet. denied) (internal quotations removed) (quoting BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY
268, 1167 (8th ed. 2004)); Rehak Creative Servs. v. Witt, 404 S.W.3d 716, 726 (Tex.
App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2013, pet. denied).
Under the TCPA, even if the plaintiff establishes by clear and specific evidence a
prima facie case as to each element of his claims, “the court shall dismiss [the] legal
action” if the defendant shows by a preponderance of the evidence each essential
element of a valid defense. TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE § 27.005(d). To effectuate
its purpose, the TCPA “imposes high standards for data and specificity in the pleadings”
for legal actions claiming injuries from the defendant’s exercise of his or her rights of
free speech, petition, and association. Culberston v. Lykos, No. H-12-3644, 2013 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 129538, at *5 (S.D. Tex. Sept. 11, 2013).
The mechanism by which the TCPA and other Anti-SLAPP statutes achieve their
intended purpose of obtaining prompt dismissals of meritless SLAPP suits is to “shift[]
the moment for judicial intervention back from the summary judgment stage to the
motion to dismiss stage.” Tate, supra 33 LOY. L.A. L. REV. at 811. See also House
Comm. on Judiciary and Civil Jurisprudence, Bill Analysis, Tex. H.B. 2973, 82d Leg.,
R.S. (2011) (“By allowing a motion to dismiss, CSHB 2973 would allow frivolous
lawsuits to be dismissed at the outset of the proceeding, promoting the constitutional
rights of citizens and helping to alleviate some of the burden on the court system.”).
Accordingly, the TCPA’s statutory purpose mandates that a plaintiff filing a lawsuit that
implicates the TCPA “have sufficient facts to support a claim before filing a lawsuit.” See
Tate, supra 33 LOY. L.A. L. REV. at 842 (interpreting California’s Anti-SLAPP statute)
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(emphasis added). B. The Petition Relates to Cummins’ Right to Petition and Cummins’
Right of Free Speech.
Plaintiff’s Petition is based on, relates to, and is in response to Cummins reporting

4

incidents to law enforcement officials, posting public information act requests online and
5

commenting about Lollar’s supposed care of bats and her bat sanctuary. These actions
6
7
8
9

implicate Cummins’ exercise of her right to petition as defined under the TCPA.
Cummins’ legal filings in California and Texas were a publicly-filed pleading with the
Courts. A pleading filed in court is a communication in and pertaining to a judicial

10

proceeding. TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE § 27.001(4)(A)(i). See also Fitzmaurice v.

11

Jones, 417 S.W.3d 627, 629-32 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2013, no pet.).

12

Likewise, making a police report and speaking to other law enforcement officials is a

13

communication in and pertaining to an official proceeding because it is a communication

14

in an executive proceeding conducted before a public servant who was an employee of

15

a governmental body. TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE § 27.001(8), (9)(A). See also

16

Comstock v. Aber, 212 Cal. App. 4th 931, 941 (2012) (“The law [under California’s Anti17

SLAPP statute] is that communications to the police are within SLAPP.”). Plaintiff’s
18

allegations are all based on, relate to, and are in response to Cummins either making a
19
20
21
22

police report, report to government agency, posting of legal documents or posting public
information.
Alternatively, Cummins’ statements to third parties such as doctors, media outlets,

23

and on social media implicate Cummins’ exercise of her right of free speech under the

24

TCPA because they are statements “made in connection with a matter of public

25

concern.” TEX. CIV. PRAC. &REM. CODE § 27.001(3). Specifically, the statements,
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which all relate to the reporting of a possible crime, are related to the public’s health,
safety, and well-being as 74% of Lollar’s dead and dying bats tested positive for rabies.
Id. § 27.001(7)(A), (B) (matter of public concern includes issues related to health or
safety and issues related to community well-being).
These statements are also ones of public concern because Plaintiff is a limited
purpose public figure. See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE § 27.001(7)(D) (matter of
public concern includes issues related to a public figure). Although “public figure” is not
defined under the TCPA, under common law defamation standards, a public figure
includes both general purpose and limited purpose public figures. Einhorn v. LaChance,
823 S.W.2d 405, 413 (Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist.] 1992, writ dism’d w.o.j.). An
individual is a limited purpose public figure when: “(1) the controversy at issue [is] public
both in the sense that people are discussing it and people other than the immediate
participants in the controversy are likely to feel the impact of its resolution; (2) the
plaintiff [has] more than a trivial or tangential role in the controversy; and (3) the alleged
defamation [is] germane to the plaintiff’s participation in the controversy.” Neely v.
Wilson, 418 S.W.3d 52, 70 (Tex. 2013). For example, in New Times, Inc. v. Wamstad,
the court determined that the plaintiff was a limited purpose public figure with respect to
an article published about his personal life because he was the subject of extensive
media coverage over his contentious business and personal relationships and he
participated in the ongoing discussion. 106 S.W.3d 916, 922-25 (Tex. App.—Dallas
2003, pet. denied). The court explained that the publicity issue turns on “whether the
public actually is discussing a matter, not whether the content of the discussion is
important to public life.” Id. at 925. Here, the controversy is public because Plaintiff has
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achieved public attention through her national press releases, press conferences, direct
contact with media, being interviewed in many media articles and books. Lollar also
posts all of her legal documents online, private and public information about Defendant,

4

has written many articles about the case and even made, posted over 400 blogs
5

devoted only to harassing, defaming, libeling, threatening Defendant in domains she
6
7
8
9

purchased with Defendant’s name in them, e.g. marycumminsmarycummins.com.
The community is impacted because the public has exhibited interest in media
stories about Plaintiff and Cummins and the events which transpired between them.

10

Finally, Plaintiff occupies a central role in the controversy as one of the main individuals

11

involved, and the alleged defamatory statements stem directly from Plaintiff’s role in the

12

controversy. Accordingly, for the now-public controversy between Plaintiff and

13

Cummins, Plaintiff is a limited purpose public figure under the TCPA and for purposes of

14

his defamation claim. Plaintiff’s bringing this public lawsuit not under seal or with Doe

15

names is further proof that Plaintiff has thrust herself into this very public debate.

16

For the above reasons, the Petition falls under the TCPA’s language as a lawsuit
17

that is based on, relates to, or is in response to Cummins’ exercise of her right to
18

petition and her right of free speech. See TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE § 27.005(b).
19
20
21

The Court must therefore dismiss the Petition unless Plaintiff can show by clear and
specific evidence a prima facie case for each essential element of his claims or if

22

Cummins establishes a valid defense by a preponderance of the evidence. Id. §

23

27.005(c), (d). Because the evidence establishes such defenses, which are in turn

24

dispositive of the issues irrespective of Plaintiff’s offer of proof, Cummins addresses

25

these defenses first.
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B. The Petition Must Be Dismissed Under the Texas Defamation Mitigation Act.
Texas Code of Civil Procedure Section 73.051 is the Texas Defamation Mitigation
Act. The purpose 73.052 is to provide a method for a person who has been defamed by
a publication or broadcast to mitigate any perceived damage or injury. This subchapter
applies to a claim for relief, however characterized, from damages arising out of harm to
personal reputation caused by the false content of a publication. This applies to all
publications, including writings, broadcasts, oral communications, electronic
transmissions, or other forms of transmitting information. In this case a request for
retraction was not made. Plaintiff admits they never contacted Defendant after June
2010.
Sec. 73.055. Request for Correction (a) A person may maintain an action for
defamation only if:
(1) the person has made a timely and sufficient request for a correction, clarification, or
retraction from the defendant; or
(2) the defendant has made a correction, clarification, or retraction.
(b) A request for a correction, clarification, or retraction is timely if made during the
period of limitation for commencement of an action for defamation.
(c) If not later than the 90th day after receiving knowledge of the publication, the person
does not request a correction, clarification, or retraction, the person may not recover
exemplary damages.
(d) A request for a correction, clarification, or retraction is sufficient if it:
(1) is served on the publisher;
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(2) is made in writing, reasonably identifies the person making the request, and is
signed by the individual claiming to have been defamed or by the person's authorized
attorney or agent;

4

(3) states with particularity the statement alleged to be false and defamatory and, to the
5

extent known, the time and place of publication;
6
7
8
9

(4) alleges the defamatory meaning of the statement; and
(5) specifies the circumstances causing a defamatory meaning of the statement if it
arises from something other than the express language of the publication.

10

(e) A period of limitation for commencement of an action under this section is tolled

11

during the period allowed by Sections 73.056 and 73.057.

12

Plaintiff has not made a request for retraction. Plaintiff has not even stated what they

13

feel is defamatory or how it is defamatory. Plaintiff never showed the elements of

14

defamation in the district or appeals court. For this reason this petition must be

15

dismissed.

16
17
18

C. Cummins Has Established by a Preponderance of the Evidence of Valid
Defenses to the Claims in The Petition.
1. Statements In or Relating to the Fair Reports to Authorities are Absolutely
Privileged.

19
20
21

Statements published during the course of a judicial proceeding, including statements
in an affidavit filed with a court, are absolutely privileged. Bird v. W.C.W., 868 S.W.2d

22

767, 771 (Tex. 1994). A party’s statements in pleadings, affidavits, and other papers in

23

a lawsuit, including statements made in litigation in another jurisdiction, are absolutely

24

privileged and cannot give rise to a cause of action. Davis v. Davis, 734 S.W.2d 707,

25

711-12 (Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist.] 1987, writ ref’d n.r.e.). The privilege is absolute
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because it applies even if the statement was published negligently or with malice, or
even if the statement was false. James v. Brown, 637 S.W.2d 914, 916 (Tex. 1982);
Reagan v. Guardian Life Ins. Co., 166 S.W.2d 909, 912 (Tex. 1942).
The absolute privilege also extends to out-of-court communications bearing some
relationship to the judicial proceeding. Riley v. Ferguson, No. 01-09-00350-CV, 1999
Tex. App. LEXIS 2604, at *9 (Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist.] Apr. 8, 1999, pet. denied)
(“The standard is not relevance, but only some relation, and all doubt should be
resolved in favor of the communication’s relation to the proceeding.”) (emphasis
original). In Riley, the court held that a defendant mailing portions of a pleading to
owners and the manager of a condominium where the plaintiff was a co-owner was
absolutely privileged. Id. at *8-11. See also Hill v. Herald-Post Publ’g Co., 877 S.W.2d
774, 782-83 (Tex. App.—El Paso), aff’d in part, rev’d in part on other grounds, 891
S.W.2d 638 (Tex. 1994) (delivering pleadings in pending litigation to news media did not
amount to a publication outside of judicial proceedings because the media could have
found the pleadings on their own accord).
Accordingly, Cummins’ statements in legal filings are absolutely privileged because
they were made in the course of a judicial proceeding. Furthermore, Cummins’
statements on social media pertained to the filing of the legal documents and
corresponded to the facts alleged therein.
2. Statements to Law Enforcement Officials Are Qualifiedly Privileged.
Other statements Plaintiff complains of are qualifiedly privileged. A qualified privilege
exists for any statements made without actual malice that: (1) “concern[] a subject
matter of sufficient interest to the author, or [are] in reference to a duty owed by the
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3

author,” and (2) are “communicated to another party with a corresponding interest or
duty.” Gonzalez v. Methodist Charlton Med. Ctr., No. 10-11-00257-CV, 2011 Tex. App.
LEXIS 9613, at *34 (Tex. App.—Waco Dec. 7, 2011, no pet.).

4

The privilege applies to “initial communication[s] of alleged wrongful or illegal acts to
5

an official authorized to protect the public from such acts.” Clark v. Jenkins, 248 S.W.3d
6
7
8

418, 432 (Tex. App.—Amarillo 2008, pet. denied). A police officer is a public official as a
matter of law. Pardo v. Simons, 148 S.W.3d 181, 189 (Tex. App.—Waco 2004, no pet.).

9

The privilege is qualified because it can be lost on a showing that the defendant acted

10

with actual malice in making the statement. Randall’s Food Markets, Inc. v. Johnson,

11

891 S.W.2d 640, 646 (Tex. 1995). The burden to show the defendant made the

12

statement with actual malice rests with Plaintiff. Marathon Oil Co. v. Salazar, 682

13

S.W.2d 624, 631 (Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist.] 1984, writ ref’d n.r.e.). In Halbert v.

14

City of Sherman, the Fifth Circuit held that a qualified privilege applied to a security

15

guard’s statement to police officers that a truck driver was under the influence of drugs,

16

even though the statement was false. 33 F.3d 526, 530 (5th Cir. 1994). See also Zarate
17

v. Cortinas, 553 S.W.2d 652, 655 (Tex. Civ. App.—Corpus Christi 1977, no writ) (“It is
18

obviously vital to our system of criminal justice that citizens be allowed to communicate
19
20
21
22

to peace officers the alleged wrongful acts of others without fear of civil action for
honest mistakes.”).
Cummins’ statements to Police, Government Agencies and any subsequent

23

statements to other law enforcement officials enjoy a qualified privilege because they

24

were made to public officials as part of their duty to protect the public. These statements

25
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retain their privileged status even if made as an honest mistake so long as not made
with actual malice.
Accordingly, the statements in the Reports to Authorities and comments bearing
some relation to the reports are absolutely privileged, and thus are not actionable, even
if they are false and if Cummins acted with malice in making them (which she did not).
The statements to law enforcement officials, government agencies qualifiedly privileged,
and are therefore not actionable because Cummins has established the privilege by a
preponderance of the evidence.
D. Plaintiff Cannot Meet Her Burden of Proving by Clear and Specific Evidence a
Prima Facie Case for Each Essential Element of His Claims.
The claims asserted in the Petition must also be dismissed because Plaintiff cannot
meet his burden of proving by clear and specific evidence every essential element of
each of his claims. In fact Plaintiffs have failed to state a claim and have not included
one bit of evidence of any claim at all.
1. Defamation and Defamation Per Se Claims
To state a claim for defamation, Plaintiff must prove: (1) Cummins published a
statement, (2) that was defamatory concerning Plaintiff, and (3) Cummins published the
statement while acting with actual malice. Neely, 418 S.W.3d at 61. Actual malice is
defined as knowledge a statement was false or reckless disregard for its falsity, and
reckless disregard occurs where the speaker “entertained serious doubts as to the truth
of his publication.” Id. at 69 (quoting Isaacks, 146 S.W.3d at 162). Plaintiff also bears
the burden of proving the falsity of the statement because he is a limited purpose public
figure.18 Casso v. Brand, 776 S.W.2d 551, 554 (Tex. 1989) (requiring a public figure
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plaintiff to prove falsity even when suing a non-media defendant), superseded on other
grounds by, TEX. R. CIV. P. 166a(i). Here, Plaintiff is a limited purpose public figure
because the controversy at issue between Plaintiff and Defendant is public, Plaintiff

4

plays a direct role in the controversy, and the defamatory statements are directly related
5

to the controversy. See Wamstad, 106 S.W.3d at 925.
6
7
8

For the reasons set forth above, Plaintiff cannot meet her burden of producing clear
and specific evidence that any statements were false or that Cummins acted with actual

9

malice in publishing them. Because the evidence shows Cummins believed her

10

statements were true at the time she made them, Plaintiff cannot produce clear

11

evidence Cummins knew her statements were false or entertained serious doubts about

12

their falsity, as required to show actual malice. On top of all of this NONE of Cummins’

13

statements were false. This was specifically prove in Defendant’s reply brief in the

14

appeals court.

15

Finally, Plaintiff lacks clear and specific evidence that some of the alleged

16

statements were actually defamatory. Plaintiff has not alleged what specific defamatory
17

statements were allegedly made by Cummins but has merely assumed that defamatory
18

statements were made. For all the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff’s defamation and
19
20
21

defamation per se claims must be dismissed in their entirety because these claims lack
clear and specific evidence of one or more essential elements as they relate to each of

22

the alleged defamatory statements.

23

2. Breach of Contract Claims

24

Plaintiff does not offer any proof of a contract or breach of contract. This identical

25

claim was made in the previous case 352-248169-10. In Appeal the breach of contract
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claim was reversed9. Plaintiff brings this false claim to harass Defendant with this
meritless and frivolous lawsuit.
If the Petition is not dismissed, the Court is advised that Defendant will file a counter
complaint for harassment, defamation, fraud, perjury and abuse of process against
Amanda Lollar and her attorney Randy Turner. Proceedings will be recorded.
IV. CONCLUSION
Defendant Cummins requests that Plaintiff’s claims in her Petition be dismissed
pursuant to the Texas Citizens Participation Act, the Defamation Mitigation Act, failure
to state a claim for defamation and frivolously filing a claim which was previously
dismissed in Appeals Court. Plaintiff request the Court award her costs, fees, and other
expenses incurred in defending against Plaintiff’s Petition, and seeks all other relief to
which she may be entitled.
Mary Cummins, Defendant Pro se
645 W 9th St, #110-140
Los Angeles, CA 90015-1640
Phone 310-877-4770
Email: mmmaryinla@aol.com

9

http://www.search.txcourts.gov/Case.aspx?cn=02-12-00285-CV&coa=coa02
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1

DECLARATION OF PLAINTIFF MARY CUMMINS

2
3

I, MARY CUMMINS, declare as follows:

4
5

1.

6
7
8

I am Mary Cummins Plaintiff in pro per. I make this declaration on my personal
knowledge of the facts set forth herein.

2.

This motion was written by me, Mary Cummins, a pro se who is not an attorney.

3.

Every statement in the motion is the absolute truth to the best of my knowledge
and can be verified with physical exhibits and evidence.

9

4.

Attached to DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFF’S PETITION

10

PURSUANT TO THE TEXAS CITIZENS PARTICIPATION ACT, DEFAMATION

11

MITIGATION ACT as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of my curriculum vitae.

12

5.

Attached to DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFF’S PETITION
PURSUANT TO THE TEXAS CITIZENS PARTICIPATION ACT, DEFAMATION

13

MITIGATION ACT as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy Amanda Lollar’s current
14
15

Curriculum Vitae which I downloaded today from the Internet at batworld.org.
6.

Attached to DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFF’S PETITION
PURSUANT TO THE TEXAS CITIZENS PARTICIPATION ACT, DEFAMATION

16

MITIGATION ACT as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of an email from Dr.

17

Laurie Gage to Dr Robert Gibbens of the USDA about the video of Amanda Lollar
18

performing surgery. I received this in a FOIA request.

19

7.

Every footnote in this brief links to the actual document listed in the brief.

20

8.

I suffered an injury at BWS in Texas. I herniated a disc in my back. I cannot
travel, sit or stand for more than a very few minutes at a time. I am awaiting

21

surgery.
22

9.

23
24

I am indigent, do not have a job, don’t own a home or car, have no assets or
income. I will have to proceed as indigent in this case.

10.

I receive state aid for free medical insurance Medi-Cal.

25
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I, declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California and
Texas that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed on July 21, 2015 at Los Angeles, California.

By: ____________________________
MARY CUMMINS
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4
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6
7
8
9
10
11

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Mary Cummins, hereby certify that a TRUE COPY of the above DEFENDANT’S
MOTION TO DISMISS PLAINTIFF’S PETITION PURSUANT TO THE TEXAS
CITIZENS PARTICIPATION ACT, DEFAMATION MITIGATION ACT was served on
the Plaintiffs’ Attorney of record by FAX and by FIRST CLASS MAIL at
Randy Turner
Bailey & Galyen
1300 Summit Ave Suite 650
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
July 21, 2015
________________________________
Mary Cummins, Defendant Pro se
645 W 9th St, #110-140
Los Angeles, CA 90015-1640
Phone 310-877-4770
Email: mmmaryinla@aol.com
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15
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17
18
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21
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Mary Cummins
Animal Advocates
645 W. 9th St. #110-140
Los Angeles, CA 90015
Mary@AnimalAdvocates.us
www.AnimalAdvocates.us
(310) 877-4770
Curriculum Vitae
Abstract
Cummins grew up in the hills of Los Angeles, California rescuing baby bunnies,
squirrels and even a fawn by the age of six. She continued to rescue all types of
animals on her own, for other groups and for local animal shelters.
In 2002 she formed the non-profit animal rescue group “Animal Advocates.” She is a
licensed wildlife rehabilitator specializing in small mammals including but not limited to
coyotes, bobcats, foxes, skunks, raccoons, opossums, squirrels and bats.
Education
• 1982 Beverly Hills High School Dean's list, swim team, water polo
• 1984 University of Southern California Dean's list, swim team, scholarship
Professional Education
• 1982 Emergency Medical Technician I
• 2001 Wildlife Paramedic I Basic training for wildlife emergency response
• 2003 IWRC Basic rehabilitation skills seminar, two day course, 13 hours
• 2004 Opossum Society, Opossum rehabilitation
• 2004 HSUS Animal Care two day seminar in Reno, Nevada
• 2005 Rio Hondo Police Academy PAC 43.76 PC 832 Arrest - Modules 1 & III
• 2005 Rio Hondo Police Academy PAC 43.77 PC 832 Firearms - Module II
• 2005 Animal Law Enforcement Academy, San Diego Humane Society and SPCA. 80
hr’s approved by CVMA, sponsored by the State Humane Association of California
• 2005 American Humane Association Euthanasia by Injection Certificate
• 2005 American Humane Association - TV & Film, “No animals were harmed” one week
training program.
• 2006 Pasadena Police Department Certificate of training Tazer X26
• 2005 LA Animal Services, Mitigating animal related injuries in the shelter environment
• 2005 LA Animal Services, Reptile care and handling
• 2005 LA Animal Services, Horse care and handling
• 2005 LA Animal Services, Wildlife care and handling

EXHIBIT 1

• 2010 Desert Studies Center, Southwestern bats, research techniques, Dr. Patricia
Brown-Berry, 42 years experience with bats
• 2011 Humane Society University, Animal First Aid for Disaster Responders
Professional licenses, permits past and present
• 2004 CA Department of Fish and Game wildlife rehabilitation permit
• 2001 LA City gun permit
• 2003 Los Angeles City wildlife permit
• 2003 USDA exhibitor's permit
• 2004 CA Department of Fish and Game trapping permit
Awards and acknowledgements
• 2003 Certificate of appreciation for assisting EARS in the wildfires
• 2003 Certificate of appreciation from the City of Los Angeles
• 2009 Certificate of appreciation from LA Animal Services
Publications, articles
• 2002 "What to do when you find a baby squirrel"
• 2002 "What to do when you find an injured squirrel"
• 2003 "How to reunite squirrels babies with their mothers"
• 2003 "How to trim trees with wildlife in mind"
• 2003 "How to properly care for un-releasable squirrels"
• 2003 "How to build proper caging for wildlife"
• 2003 Cat Fancy Magazine, "Mama Mia"
• 2003 "How to humanely deal with coyotes"
• 2004 "Rehabilitation of tree squirrels" manual.
• 2004 "Rehabilitation of ground squirrels" manual.
• 2004 "Rehabilitation of skunks" manual.
• 2004 "Treatment of Malocclusion in Squirrels," Co-author Dr. Bill Ridgeway
• 2004 "How to trim rodent teeth"
• 2004 "How to make pet squirrels wild again"
• 2004 "How to set up a wildlife referral system in animal shelters"
• 2005 IWRC, "Journal of Wildlife Rehabilitation," "Raising baby tree squirrels from
weaning to release"
Selected media
• 2003 Animal Planet "Beverly Hills Vet, Squirrel Rehabilitation"
• 2003 CADFG "Scrawl of the Wild"
• 2003 LA Times "Rodent poisoning project angers animal activists"
• 2004 Cable television show "Wildlife Rescue," six episodes, Doggy TV
• 2004 Gardena Valley News "Helping furry friends survive urban jungle"
• 2004 KROQ radio interview with Scott Mason

• 2005 Discovery Channel "The Undetectables, Squirrel Care"
• 2005 LA Weekly "A Billionaire's Bark"
• 2005 KROQ radio interview with Scott Mason
• 2005 Thousand Oaks Acorn “Public outcry over slain tiger loud—but not universal”
• 2005 LA Times "Urban remedies: Dealing with new arrivals"
• 2005 Thousand Oaks Acorn "Public outcry over slain tiger loud-but not universal"
• 2005 LA City Beat "Welcome to the jungle"
• 2006 Daily News "Stuckey stays on as $50,000 City consultant"
• 2006 Book "Squirrels: The Animal Answer Guide"
• 2006 Daily News "County relaxes restrictions on llamas, animal rehab"
• 2006 Daily News "Council hears Stuckey critics"
• 2006 LA Times "Fired City Official's appeal in limbo"
• 2007 LA Times "Opossums: your garden's evening clean-up crew"
• 2009 LA Times "Your morning adorable, baby skunks and the handstand dance"
• 2010 Martha Stewart "A gopher named Charlie"
• 2010 Martha Stewart "A second chance for Charlie"
• 2010 LA Times "Your morning adorable: rescued rabbit enjoys a meal"
• 2010 LA Times "Your morning adorable: rub a dub dub, raccoons in a tub"
• 2010 Top YouTube pets video channel in March
• 2011 Ventura County Star “City says bats remain at Moorpark home”
• 2011 CBS Los Angeles “Moorpark Says Homeowners Not Doing Enough To
Fight Bats”
• 2011 NBC “WeHo one step closer to fur ban”
• 2012 Santa Monica Patch “Wild Animal in Town? Call on Us, Vet Says”
• 2012 Santa Monica Daily Press “Groups want policy change after mountain lion death”
• 2012 ABC “IDA Rally held in Santa Monica in protest of fatal shooting of mountain lion”
• 2012 NBC “Animal-Rights Group Protests Santa Monica Mountain Lion Shooting”
Experience
• 2001- Present Wildlife rehabilitation. Rescued over 5,000 wild animals with a release
rate over 90%
• 2001- Present Wildlife education, presentations to Oasis, Crossroads school, LA
Animal Services, Best Friends super adoption, Temple Beth El private school and
many others
• 2001- 2006 LA Animal Services, animal shelter volunteer
• 2003 Dept of Fish & Game cleanup of Tiger Rescue, volunteer
• 2003 City of Buena Ventura no-feed plan for wildlife
• 2004 New wildlife policy approved in Los Angeles City
• 2005 American Humane Association - TV & Film, “No animals were harmed” team
• 2006 Amendment to LA County zoning which allows wildlife rehabilitation
• 2006 Redid the LA Animal Services website, added "Adopt a Pet" feature
• 2006 Birth control program for squirrels in Santa Monica
• 2006 Assistant to Director of Found Animals Foundation
• 2010 HSUS NDART team cockfight raid Nipomo, CA
• 2011 HSUS NDART team 150 dog rescue Lucerne Valley, CA

• 2012 City of Santa Monica Mountain Lion Task Force with IDA
• 2013 Expert Opossum Witness for PETA for opossum lawsuit
Committees/Task forces
• 2004 LA Animal Services Spanish language Committee, Spay and Neuter Committee,
Wildlife Committee, Adopt-a-thon Committee
• 2005 LA City, Councilman Zine Coyote Task Force
• 2005 Approved to be a commissioner for LA Animal Services
• 2006 LA City Proposition F Committee
• 2008 Humane Society of the United States (HSUS) National Disaster Animal
Response Team (NDART)
Professional memberships
• California Council for Wildlife Rehabilitators
• National Wildlife Rehabilitation Association
• International Wildlife Rehabilitation Council
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Bat World Sanctuary
217 N. Oak Ave, Mineral Wells, TX 76067
(940)325-3404 - sanctuary@batworld.org


Founder and President of Bat World Sanctuary (BWS)



Scientific wildlife rehabilitator licensed with the State of Texas, specializing in bats



Permitted to hold and rehabilitate threatened and endangered species of bats, USFWS Permitted



Author of both popular and scientific literature about bats

ACHIEVEMENTS


Founded Bat World Sanctuary, an indoor, simulated natural habitat facility that currently houses over 300 nonreleasable bats. The population includes bats that are orphaned, injured, confiscated from the exotic pet trade
and retired from zoos and research facilities. The main sanctuary building contains a rehabilitation center and
serves as a training facility for veterinarians, biologists, zoologists and other bat care professionals. Significance: Approximately 80% of all bats admitted to rehabilitation (800 bats per year) are returned to the wild
after treatment. An additional 400-500 bats are rehabilitated annually, across the country, through Bat World
Sanctuary satellites with the same release rates. Bats that cannot be released are given lifetime sanctuary.



Using personal finances, purchased a building in 1992, located in the downtown area of Mineral Wells, TX, in
order to protect a wild colony of 30,000 Mexican free-tail bats (Tadarida brasiliensis Mexicana) that were in
jeopardy of extermination. The building has served as a habitat for this colony since 1930. The bat colony is
now protected by the BWS organization. The population in the wild sanctuary has the ability to consume over
54 billion insects annually. The structure also serves as an established migratory stop-over for bats. Significance: The bat population has increased 60% due to ventilation, temperature and structural improvements.



Created the first nutritionally sound diet for convalescing insectivorous bats. Significance: Allows bat care
specialists and rehabilitators to provide proper nutrition to bats that are too frightened or compromised to self
feed.
Conducted the first successful mating behavior study for the Mexican free-tailed bat (T. brasiliensis). Significance: Proved that insectivorous bats can successfully breed in a proper captive environment.






Conducted the first behavioral study for the Mexican free-tailed bat (T. brasiliensis). Significance: Proved
that T. brasiliensis has at least 25 different vocalizations they use to communicate, laying the groundwork for
future studies showing these bats have a rich repertoire of distinct and complex calls that play a major role in
social interactions. Their language also contains tonation, using the same sounds, changing the pitch and
depth, to alter the meaning of the ‘words’.
Created a website for bat care professionals to access updated medical treatments and medications for insectivorous bats, free of charge. Significance: The ability to save a species begins with up-to-date, readily available information.
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Established 20 BWS Rescue Centers across the U.S. Individuals must have graduated from BWS workshops
and meet stringent requirements to be considered for application as a satellite rescue center. Each center is
established by invitation only after a strict review of qualifications. Significance: BWS Centers improve the
viability of all bat species in the U.S. through rescue, rehabilitation and education, reaching 50,000-100,000
people annually.
Presented seminars on the medical care of bats for the International Wildlife Rehabilitation Council, National
Wildlife Rehabilitation Association, and the Lubee Bat Conservancy. Research has included collaborative
work with Bat Conservation International, the California Bat Conservation Fund, The University of Tennessee
at Knoxville, Boston University, and the Rabies Branch of the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Significance: Introduced wildlife groups and universities to established, proven medical treatment for
bats.
Co-authored the first medical reference available for insectivorous bats: Captive Care and Medical Reference
for the Rehabilitation of Insectivorous Bats.



Authored Standards and Medical Management for Captive Insectivorous Bats.



Co-developed the United States Fish and Wildlife Service protocol for wildlife rehabilitators in response to
White Nose Syndrome (WNS) affected bats in the northeastern U.S. Significance: Provided set procedures for
the care of debilitated bats suffering from a disease with, to date, has no known cure.
In 2007, after an unprecedented loss of 85% of bat pups being raised on popular commercial milk replacement
formulas across the U.S., Ms. Lollar commissioned four independent laboratory analyses of the commercial
formulas. Results from these laboratories included the presence of heavy metal toxins (including arsenic) and
inaccuracies in nutrient levels. Significance: With the help of a PhD Nutritional Scientist, Ms. Lollar implemented the development of the first insectivorous bat-specific milk replacement formula made from fresh grocery store ingredients, and made the recipe available to bat care professionals around the world, free of charge.
Instructed the only one and two week workshop available in the world on the rehabilitation of insectivorous
bats. This workshop was conducted annually for 10 years with over 400 students educated. Significance:
Animal care professionals from every bat-inhabited continent have trained at Bat World Sanctuary and have
taken that knowledge back to their own states and countries to teach others.















Proved that hand-raised, orphaned T. brasiliensis and L. borealis can be released into the wild and learn to
forage for insects on their own. Significance: Thousands of orphaned pups, across the globe, that would have
otherwise perished, are now saved to be returned to the wild.
Co-authored the North American Migratory Bat Act, a proposed bill three years in the making. Significance:
Provides the stimulus for legislation to be passed to give bats federal protection under the Migratory Species
Act.
Established a wild preserve with bat houses (and natural Indian caves) on Lake Whitney, TX, on donated land
that is inaccessible to the public. Significance: Wild colonies of bats have the opportunity to roost in a protected area.
Secured private land and architectural plans to build a man-made cave outside the city limits of Mineral Wells,
TX in order to move more than 2 million bats out of the city limits. Significance: Provide protected habitat for
current population and future generations of T. brasiliensis. This species has been identified as being the front
line defense for the United Stated against the second most destructive crop pest known to humankind.
Secured 13 acres of wild land, with a clean natural water source, and built a first of its kind bat castle to house
up to 100,000 bats. Significance: Provided a roost site for wild bats that are in decline due to exclusion in the
downtown district of Mineral Wells, Texas, in an area where no chemical spraying takes place.
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Conducted the largest urban rescue of bats in the state of Texas. Bats were sealed within the walls of a building being renovated in Fort Worth, TX. After rehabilitation over 1,200 bats were released back into the wild
via the wild sanctuary. Significance: A vital bat colony was saved which allowed for open discussions with the
city of Fort Worth to embrace and protect the bat population. Bat houses have now been installed outside the
city parking garages and under existing bridge systems in addition to the exterior of the building where the
bats were rescued.



Established a unique environment within the wild sanctuary wherein biologists and researchers have conducted studies working with the existing population of 50,000 bats rather than performing studies in the field.
Significance: Prevents untrained individuals from carrying out invasive field studies that causes casualties to
healthy bats.



Convinced the City of Mineral Wells, TX to avoid fogging with pesticides in areas where bat populations reside within the downtown area. Significance: Exposure to pesticides significantly increases bat fatalities as
well as birth defects in unborn bats.



Produced CD (Bat Talk) on the language of the Mexican free-tail bat which, for the first time, demonstrates
the complicated social structure of the species. Significance: Identified over 20 different vocalizations, including tonation and associated behavior.
Consultation on bat care has been provided to veterinarians and bat care professionals in Germany, France,
Mexico, Italy, Bulgaria, South Africa, Cayman Islands, Australia, New South Wales, China, England and
other countries, free of charge. Significance: Unifies a global community concerning the care of bats.
Designed the first of its kind bat exhibit in Las Vegas to demonstrate insectivorous bats can be publicly
viewed without creating undue stress to the animals. Bats remain asleep in a simulated natural environment
during daylight hours and are on display via infra-red cameras. They are taken off display and placed into a
large flight cage each night. Significance: This project was created to help improve the style of exhibits typically utilized for insectivorous bats in various zoos, science and nature centers, where bats seldom survive due
to the stress of being placed on public display under bright lights.
Consultant to zoos, aquariums, animal control agencies, wildlife parks and animal care professionals, around
the world, regarding the captive care and rehabilitation of bats.








Created guidelines for educational programs using live bats. Significance: Improves general knowledge concerning the vital role bats play in our environment. By utilizing live bats, dispels myths and centuries of misinformation about the intelligence, gentleness, cleanliness and small size of bats as opposed to the villainous
image all forms of media have imposed on bats.



Established a bat house project on buildings throughout the downtown area of Mineral Wells and other cities.
Significance: The bat houses provide alternate roost sites for the bat colonies that were being excluded from
businesses and homes to protect and preserve the species and provide insect control to the populace.



Convinced the owners of the Fort Worth Convention Center parking garage to utilize a humane bat excluder
rather than exterminating an existing colony. BWS installed custom made bat houses to provide additional bat
habitat. Significance: The colony of over 30,000 bats that were saved will consume over 150 million bugs
nightly in an urban area.



Bat World Sanctuary and the work done by Ms. Lollar have been featured on 20/20, Animal Planet, Nickelodeon, The Disney Channel, the David Letterman Show and the CBS Morning Show. Significance: Media
attention brings greater recognition to the plight of bats as well as the importance of bats as it pertains
to our own well-being.
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Ms. Lollar won the 2005 Doris Day Kindred Spirit Award, was one of the ten finalists for the Animal Planet
Hero of the Year Award in 2008, and was nominated for the Indianapolis Prize in 2009. Significance: Awards
bring greater recognition to the plight of bats as well as the importance of bats.

CHALLENGES OVERCOME
Until recently, the conservation of bats has not been well accepted by the public. It has been a constant uphill battle
to overcome the ignorance, superstition, fear and apathy the public has exhibited towards bats as a whole. When
Ms. Lollar first established BWS, local support such as volunteers and donations were non-existent (although that
has now changed). Financial hardship has been substantial due to the unpopularity of bats. Ms. Lollar educated
herself in the anatomy of bats while working on deceased specimens. She subsequently developed the widely accepted medical procedures used worldwide by animal care professionals. These procedures save the lives of bats
that were previously euthanized. Additionally, she developed a nutritionally complete captive care diet to maintain
captive reproductive colonies of insectivorous bats as well as those in rehabilitation. She also established proper
housing and flight area protocol to increase the survivability of bats during rehabilitation.
Since 2010 Amanda Lollar, with the aide of renowned animal rights attorney, Randy Turner, has battled a cyberstalker (a former intern who found the work at Bat World to be too challenging). The woman is an SEO expert and
used Google bombs to spread malicious defamation about Amanda Lollar and Bat World Sanctuary all over the
Internet. In 2012, after a 4-day trial, Judge William Brigham stated that Amanda Lollar is to bats what Jane
Goodall is to primates, and noted that Mary Cummins defamation of Lollar was “egregious as well as malicious as
well as intentional” and awarded Ms. Lollar a $6.1million dollar judgment. However, to this day, the defamation
from this disturbed woman continues despite the fact she has been sanctioned and found in contempt of court numerous times. In spite this hardship, Ms. Lollar has managed to keep the mission of BWS on the forefront.
PERSONAL SACRIFICES
In 1994, Ms. Lollar liquidated her furniture business in order to establish the Bat World Sanctuary facility. Capital
did not exist to fund the project, so she sold all personal belongings and moved into an upper area of the building
that once served as an office. She took out several personal loans to subsidize the facility. In addition, she sold her
personal vehicle to finance the purchase of a utility vehicle for the organization.
The Bat World wild sanctuary, previously located in a separate commercial building in the downtown area of Mineral Wells, TX, has been a particular adversity. A major over-haul of the building had to occur in order to protect
the bats who had been living in the crawlspace for decades. Approximately 6000 lbs. of guano was removed from
the crawlspace, the roof was repaired, the entire ceiling was removed to increase ventilation, and a new roof and
solar extraction fans were installed. A safety net was erected to protect fallen pups in the maternity area, and catwalks were built to assist with rescues and research. In order to further increase support, Mineral Wells city officials were invited to inspect the wild sanctuary to gain official support for the facility. Approximately 50 pounds of
guano is swept from the sanctuary floors daily, in temperatures that exceed 105°F in the summer.


Ms. Lollar has worked a minimum of 14 hours per day, 7 days per week, 365 days per year for over 20 years to
further the protection of bats. A contingency plan is in place to ensure her lifework to support bats will continue for
decades to come.
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LIST OF PUBLICATIONS
The Bat in My Pocket: A Memorable Friendship 1990. Lollar, A. Capra Press, Santa Barbara, CA.
The Wonder of Bats. 1993. Lollar, A. Biology Digest. 18(6): 72-76
Rehabilitation and Captive Care of Mexican Free-tail Bats. 1994. Lollar, A. Bat World Publication, Mineral Wells,
TX.
Observations on the reproductive behavior of Captive Tadarida brasiliensis mexicana (Chiroptera: Molossidae).
1998. Schmidt-French, B.A. and A. Lollar. The Southwestern Naturalist 43(4).
Notes on the mating behavior in a captive colony of Tadarida brasiliensis. 1995. Lollar, A. Bat Research News.
36(1):1
Treating Blunt Force Trauma in Bats. 1999. Lollar, A. and B.A. Schmidt-French. Wildlife Rehabilitation Today. 10
(2).
Notes on the behavior of a building-dwelling colony of Mexican free-tailed bats (Tadarida brasiliensis Mexicana)
in Mineral Wells, Texas. 2000. Lollar, A. Bat Research News. 41(1)
Communication among Mexican free-tailed bats. 2000. French, B and A. Lollar. Bats. 18(2)
Captive Care and Medical Reference for the Rehabilitation of Insectivorous Bats. 2002. Lollar, A and B.A.
Schmidt-French. Bat World Publication, Mineral Wells, TX.
Vocalizations associated with social communication in the Mexican free-tailed bat, Tadarida brasiliensis Mexicana (Chiroptera: Molossidae). 2003. French, B; A. Lollar, et al. Bat World News 8(1).
Acoustic mimicry in a predator–prey interaction. 2007. Barber, J.; W.E. Conner, et. al. Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences of the United States of America 104 (22): 9331–9334. doi:10.1073.
Diagnostic and Treatment Update for the Rehabilitation of Insectivorous Bats. 2007. Lollar, A. Bat World Publication, Mineral Wells, TX.
Rescuing the Orphans. 2008. Lollar, A. Bat World News. 14:2
Chemically-Mediated Roostmate Recognition and Roost Selection by Brazilian Free-Tailed Bats (Tadarida brasiliensis). 2009. Englert, A; M.J. Greene, et al. PLoS ONE 4 (11). doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0007781.
Male bats' mating songs could be valuable for research. 2009. Patel, V., et al. Bryan College Station Eagle (BryanCollege Station, Texas).
Standards and Medical Management for Captive Insectivorous Bats. 2010. Lollar, A. Bat World Publication, Mineral Wells, TX.
Standards for Bats in Captivity. 2011. Tomlinson, D., Lollar A. Bat World Publication, Mineral Wells, TX.
Recovery of little brown bats (Myotis lucifugus) from natural infection with Geomyces destructans, white-nose
syndrome. 2011. Meteyer CU, et al. J Wildl Dis. 2011 Jul;47(3):618-26
The Essential Bat. 2012. Rugroden, K., Lollar, A, Bat World Publication, Mineral Wells, TX.
Baby See-through, 2012. Lollar, A. Bat World Publication, Mineral Wells, TX.

CONSERVATION EFFORTS
For well over 60 years, Mexican free-tailed bats have been using older
buildings throughout Mineral Wells, Texas as roosting sites and as nurseries in which to raise their young. Future planned development in the area
has made it difficult to continue having bats roost in any of these buildings,
including Bat World’s wild sanctuary building - a 100 year old hand-hewn
sandstone building located in the heart of Mineral Wells, Texas.

Bat World’s wild sanctuary building.

Nearly 20 years ago, Amanda Lollar, Founder and President of Bat World
Sanctuary, purchased this historic building. Brazilian free-tailed bats had
been occupying the attic space of this charming, old structure for 60 or
more years. It was home to a nursery colony as well as a stopover site for
migrating bats. The previous owner of the building wanted them exterminated so he could sell the building. Amanda sold everything she had in order to buy the building to protect the colony of 30,000 bats. She then transferred ownership of the building to Bat World Sanctuary.

In order to make the building bat friendly and to give
the bats an environment
conducive to their likes,
she removed ceiling boards
to allow increased ventilation, and removed 6000 lbs
of guano that had collected
in the crawlspace over the
decades. She located areas
within walls where bats
could become trapped and
die, and opened those areas. She installed a padded
floor and safety nets under
the nursery area to protect
the young bats from falling, a unique design that
would later be called a
‘pup catcher’. (A design
now used on some comTadarida brasiliensis (Mexican free-tailed bats) roosting on rafters at the wild sanctuary.
mercial bat houses to prevent injury to bat pups).
Cat walks were erected to give bat workers easier access to any orphaned, injured or otherwise compromised bats.
During the 20 years Bat World owned the building, the population of the colony increased over 60%, and thousands of bats that would have otherwise met their demise, were rehabilitated at Bat World’s rehabilitation teaching
center and later released back into the wild sanctuary. However, future city plans for development make it no
longer feasible or safe for the bats to remain in this location. Further, the building needs structural repair that
would exceed the financial limits of the organization. Amanda made a decision to return the building to its original
purpose, and move the bats to safety in a building constructed solely for conservation of the colony. As well as
other wild bats in need of a protected habitat.
The wild sanctuary building allowed Amanda a unique look into the habits and preferences of wild bat colonies. It
provided two decades of observations of what worked and did not work for wild bat populations. Out of the valuable information Amanda collected came Bat World’s bat castle, a structure designed so that every single inch of
the interior could be used for roosting space. A castle specifically for conservation of the species, and capable of
holding over 100,000 bats.

Below is the text of the email.
“I have reviewed the U-Tube footage and looked at the complaint about the bat that was mishandled by
Ms. Amanda Lollar of the Bat World Sanctuary. This is indeed a violation of the AWA (Animal Welfare
Act). Ms. Lollar should have sought veterinary assistance for the bat with the dystocia. It would be one
thing if she were only assisting a birth, but the moment Ms. Lollar realized this was a dystocia requiring
an episiotomy, she should have taken the bat to her attending vet or a local veterinarian. Apologizing in
the video to the bat does not solve the problem. This mother bat clearly experienced pain and suffering
at Ms. Lollar’s hand, so much so t hat it appeared to lose consciousness during the procedure No
anesthesia was given to the bat and no pain management was offered. I believe the mother bat could
have survived if it had been properly anesthetized and the pup delivered using proper surgical
techniques. It is possible the pup could also have survived if this case had been properly managed by a
veterinarian.”
This was signed by Dr. Laurie Gage USDA veterinarian. “Pain, suffering, death” is animal cruelty, abuse,
neglect, lack of proper care.
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requests that the foregoing be set for hearing.
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that a telephonic hearing before this court on said
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TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:
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Mary Cummins, Defendant, files this Motion for Telephonic Hearing, and in support
shows the following:
I. The hearing is for DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO DISMISS in the above styled cause.
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Hearing date has not yet been set.
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17
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2. Defendant resides in Los Angeles County, California and their appearance by
telephone would be the most expedient method of resolving the issues for all parties
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involved. Defendant does not have the money to pay for airfare, motel to/from Texas.
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Defendant has no job or no assets. Defendant is also physically disabled, cannot travel,
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cannot sit for a hearing. If defendant is denied telephonic hearing, Defendant will not be
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able to appear. Defendant will be denied a fair hearing.
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3. No party in this action will suffer any prejudice if Defendant appears telephonically.
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WHEREFORE, Defendant respectfully requests that the Court grant this Motion for
Telephonic Hearing.
Respectfully submitted,
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Mary Cummins, Defendant
645 W 9th St, #110-140
Los Angeles, CA 90015-1640
Phone 310-877-4770
Email: mmmaryinla@aol.com
July 21, 2015
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, Mary Cummins, hereby certify that a TRUE COPY of the above MOTION FOR
TELEPHONIC HEARING was served on the Attorney of record by FAX and by FIRST
CLASS MAIL at
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Randy Turner
Bailey & Galyen
1300 Summit Ave. #650
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
_______________________________
Mary Cummins
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Los Angeles, CA 90015-1640
Phone 310-877-4770
Email: mmmaryinla@aol.com
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ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO DISMISS
Before the court is Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss. The Court grants Defendant’s
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Motion to Dismiss.
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